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THE
Enter Our Weekly Bonus Ball For

Your Chance ToWin Up To £50For Just £1
(£9 of the proceeds are donated to Sam Beare 

Hospice every week)

View this newsletter online by scanning the adjacent QR code, or, in your browser type:WWW.royalmarimelyne.co.uk.   
Then navigate to “Landlords Blog”.  From that page you will be able to read this edition as well as  back copies of the 
newsletter.  If you wish, you can even print your own copy!

June is now behind us.  Nationally, 
it was a very eventful, if not historic 
month.
We saw the nation vote to leave the 
EU, resulting in the resignation of 
David Cameron .  
In sport:     There was a remarkable 
series victory for the England rugby 
union side in Australia, beating their 
hosts three matches to nil…
Prior to Wimbledon starting, Andy 
Murray became the first man to win 
the Aegon Championships title at the 
Queen’s Club 5 times…
The Wales football  team (at the time 
of writing) were progressing well in 
the European Championships whilst, 
sadly, the England side slipped up on 
the  Iceland  fixture and went out of 

the competition.  Hungary did well 
but were narrowly beaten by 
Belgium!…

So what is there to tell you about 
locally?  What great events can we 
reveal that have happened, or are 
about to happen?
Well…we had the annual Lyne 
Village Fete on Saturday 18th June 
and guess what?  There was hardly 
any rain!! 
As to news from The Royal Marine; 
there is none!
This months “Newsletter” is 
therefore not a newsletter ….(I’ve 
found it difficult enough waffling 
through this cover page!)…It is a 
“Funletter”.The contents are just 
to amuse, entertain and puzzle 
you.  
So please enjoy.  
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My neighbours are listening to 
great music. Whether they like it 
or not.
It is important to make breaks 
between individual exercises. I 
personally stick to breaks of about 
3-4 years.
Sometimes I drink water - just to 
surprise my liver.
Hearing voices in your head is 
normal. Listening to them is quite 
common. Arguing with them – 
acceptable. It is only when you 
lose that argument that you get in 
real trouble.
Of course I have a talent. I'm 
really good in bed. Sometimes I 
sleep more than 9 hours in one go.
"If I wanted to commit suicide, I 
would climb up to the height of 
your ego and jump down to your 
IQ level."
"Laugh and be happy, it could be 
worse!"... and so I laughed and 
was happy and it really became 
worse.
Sometimes it’s time to lay on the 
couch and do nothing at all for 
two years.

Organized people are simply too 
lazy to search for stuff.
My relationship is like an iPad. I 
don't have an iPad.
I am nobody. Nobody is perfect. I 
am perfect.
As long as cocoa beans grow on 
trees, chocolate is fruit to me.
There are people who are a living 
proof that total brain failure does 
not always lead to physical death.

I’m aware that the voices in my 
head aren’t real. But their ideas are 
just awesome sometimes!
Somebody said today that I'm lazy. 
I nearly answered him.
I’m not lazy. I’m just naturally a 
very relaxed person.
You can only be young once. But 
you can enjoy being infantile 
forever.
No thanks, I didn't fight my way to 
the top of the food pyramid to 
become a vegetarian.
Intelligence is like undies. Good to 
have it, no need to show it off.
It is usually better to shut up and let 
people suspect that you’re stupid 
than to say something and remove 
all doubts. 
I weighed myself today. It is clear 
I am too small for my weight.
If a man said he’ll fix it, he’ll fix it. 
There is no need to nag him every 
6 months about it.
If a bra is called ‘over the shoulder 
bolder holder’, men’s underwear 
should definitely be known as 
‘under the butt nut hut’.

Amusing sayings, humorous quotes, funny proverbs, phrases, slogans, smart remarks 
for any occasion, witty wisdoms for fun and reflection.

Funny Sayings
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Logo Quiz
Below are parts of familiar company or brand logos.  See how many you can identify. 

(Answers behind the bar)

  1                                  2                                  3                                 4                                  5

 6       7                                  8                                 9                                 10

  11                                 12                              13                                14                                 15

16            17       18      19      20

21      22      23      24      25

26      27      28      29      30
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DINGBATS
Try to work out the phrases below.  Don’t forget….say what you see! 

(Answers behind the bar)
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Would you like to  advertise  your business/services in our newsletter?
Just have a word with Pat and it  can be arranged. All we would ask is that you put a donation in one of our charity boxes.

Why do they cotton swab the guy's arm with rubbing alcohol before a lethal injection? 
Why do Aliens abduct Humans if we are an inferior race? 
If someone with multiple personalities threatens to kill himself, is it considered a hostage situation? 
Would a fly without wings be called a walk? 
Did Adam and Eve have navels?
Why is the word "abbreviation" so long? 
How do you know when you have run out of invisible ink?
You know that little indestructible black box that is used on planes? Why can't they make the whole plane out of the same substance? 
Why isn't there mouse-flavoured cat food?

Why isn't phonetic spelled the way it sounds?
Why is the time of day with the slowest traffic called rush hour?

 Why is it that night falls but day breaks?
Why is it you must wait until night to call it a day? 

In court, why do they ask if you swear to tell the truth? If you're planning on lying, do they really think you'll tell them so? 
Instead of wasting time hunting and cooking, why don't hunters just use flame-throwers? 
If you're a kleptomaniac, is there something you can take for it?

If you try to fail, and succeed, which have you done? 
If you throw a cat out a car window, does it become kitty litter? 
Why is it considered necessary to nail down the lid of a coffin? 
Why doesn't Tarzan have a beard?
Why don't you ever see the headline "Psychic Wins Lottery"?
Why is "abbreviated" such a long word? 
Why is a boxing ring square? 
Why is brassiere singular and panties plural? 
If you choke a Smurf, what colour does it turn?
If rabbits' feet are so lucky, then what happened to the rabbit? 
Why does the sun lighten our hair, but darken our skin?
If nothing ever sticks to TEFLON, how do they make TEFLON stick to the pan? 
Why do we call something sent by car a shipment and something sent by ship a cargo? 

Silly Questions With No Answer

Why is the time of day with the slowest 
traffic  is called the rush hour?
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Word Search Words to do with Summer
(Answers behind the bar)


